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The objective of the inquiry was to develop a
psychological instrument for use in assessing the attitudes held by
secondary school and college students. For reliability purposes, it
was deemed that a minimum of 30 or more semantic scales, used as
individual items would be essential. A .even position ordinal scale
was interposed between each pair of bipolar adjectives forming the 25
semantic scales. A total of 610 student records were used in the
standardization process, 287 were high school students, 323 were
college students. All semantic scales were subjected to an item
analysis, and only those items were retained which correlated .20 or
better, with the total score for all three concepts: (1) what I
learned in this class; (2) the teacher of this class; and (3) me as a
student. Each of the 35 scales were assigned values ranging from one
to seven for the seven adjective positions on the interposed ordinal
scales. Little difference was obtained among the reliabilities for
the three variations of the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20. The Likert
technique was used to compute three part scores, with the three part
scores being the total score on the test. The intercorrelations of
scores on the test were computed separately for pre- and post-course
administration. [Not available in hard copy due to marginal
legibility of original document.] (SJ)
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The objective of the inquiry was to develop a psychological

instrument for use in assessing the attitude of secondary school and

college students. It sought to establish semantic scales for use in

a semantic differential on the basis of rig.d adherence to usual test

development and standardization procedures (iunnally, 1967), to use

adjectives for the development of semantic scales that proved to be

critical in previous studies, to use Likert type scoring of the

semantic differential with part scores for separate "concepts", and

to validate against meaningful criterion variables.

Development of Semantic Differential

In as much as the reliability of a psychological instrument is

in large part a function of the number of items contained as a "sample

of behavior" of criteria being assessed, it was deemed that a

minimum of 30 or more semantic scales, used as individual items, would

be essential.

122.1elomenantic Scales

Each semantic scale was comprised of a rating scale anchored by

bipolar adjectives, and as traditionally used for the semantic differ-

ential (Osgood, et.al., 1957).

.§493-ectiebiola/iltfie The Adjective by

Gough and Heilbrun (1965) has been used extensively in connection with

c7N5 the identification and evaluation of adjectives for their criticalness
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in relation to human behavior. Accordingly, 20 of the 35 semantic

scales used in the final standardized Semantic Differential for

Seconder Students, (S-D) were developed from adjectives suggested in

studies as being critical by studies using referenced The Adjective

Check List. Ten of these adjectives were reported by Applezweig (1960)

in a study involving 360 entering students at Connecticut College for

Women. Five of these adjectives were selected by freshmen women with

superior grades at the end of the first semester, all of whom were on

the Dean's list, and with opposite adjectives are as follows:

practical - imaginative

thorough - partial

logical - illogical

sympathetic - unsympathetic

appreciatitte - unappreciative

The other five adjectives were selected by freshmen women with inferior

grades at the end of the first semester, all of whom were on probation,

and with opposite adjectives are as follows:

affectionate - hateful

forgiving - unforgiving

frank - deceitful

loyal - disloyal

tolerant - intolerant

Ten more of the adjectives were reported in The Ad fictive Check List

Manual (Gough and Heilbrun, 1965)for a study of 295 males, with six

coming from those having high scores on the "Mathematician Scale" of

Stron Vocational Interest Blank, and fotir from those having low

scores:

2.1111mEtt
civilized - uncivilized

curious - indifferent

insightful - blind

Low Scores

lazy . ambitious

narrow interest - broad interee

shallow - deep
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High Scores (Cont.)

original - imitational

rational - irrational

sensitive - insensitive

page 3

Low Scores (Cont.)

simple - complex

The remaining 15 semantic scales were taken from studies that

clearly indicated the factorial identity of each (Osgood, et.al., 1957;

Nunnally, 1967; and McNeil, 196R):

Evaluative Factor APJAVAL21911E
wise . foolish active - passive

successful - unsuccessful excitable - calm

valuable - worthless inhibited . uninhibited

honest . dishonest

interesting . boring

pessimistic - optimistic

amia-VJAILAILIE
clear - vague

usual - unusual

disorderly - orderly

conservative . progressive

Potency Factor

strong . weak

fast . slow

Scale used for rating pumalle. A seven position ordinal scale

was interposed between each pair of bipolar adjectives forming the 35

semantic scales. The seven positions on each scale were defined ae

follows: (1) extremely, (2) moderately, (3) slightly, (4) neutral, (5)

slightly, (6) moderately, and (7) extremely. The subject is asked to

rate a concept on the seven point scale in terms of which of the two

bipolar adjectives is believed to be most appropriate, and in terms

of the four adjective positions adjacent to such ward.

Coverts Used

Three different concepts were used in the standardization of

The Semantic Differential for Secondauldleolltudents (S-D) :

What I learned in this class.

The teacher of this class.

Me as a student.
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Each one of the three different concepts made use of the same 35

semantic scales described.

Standardization

Six hundred and ten student records were used in the standardizat-

ion process. About half of them,287, were from high school students;

while the remainder, 323, were from upper-division college students or

graduate students.

Item Retention and Revision

All semantic scales were subjected to an item analysis, and only

those items were retained that correlated .20 or better with the total

score for all three concepts. Three separate revisions were necessary

before reasonable stability was established, and where an r of .20 or

better was established for two of the three concepts utilized,i.e.,

(1) What I learned in this class, (2) The teacher of this class, and

(3) Me as a student.

Assigning to Semantic Scales

Each of the 35 semantic scales were assigned values ranging from

1 to 7 for the seven adjective positions on the interposed ordinal

scales. The initial step in the weighting involved identifying those

adjective pairs where one of the adjectives seemed clearly to be

desired to the other, and the value of 7 was assigned to the side of

the semantic scale with that adjective, with the 1 being assigned to

the other,i.e., practical, thorough, logical, appreciative, honest,

loyal, and the like. A statistical technique was then used to determine

on which side the value of 7 was to be assigned on the semantic scales

where it seemed questionable which adjective of the bipolar pairs was

to be desired,i.e., original, active, excitable, narrow interest,

conservative, fast, tolerant, etc. (Torrerson, 19 62).
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rata contained in 'able 1 ilauBtrates internal consistency L17"e

or relial,ilit? for each of the three nart and. the totnl scores by use

the traditional ;';uder-7ichardson 7ormuin PO. The part scores

ranm,e from an r of .421 for Fart. Learninm to an r of .(10 for

nrt Student.Total score reliabilities were computed for three

different variations of the Y. 7ormula,i.e., Traditional 70

psquien n11 itnr hive eqlal -'i fficulty and correlations, Cronbach

ohtnins correlation For all possible selits of the test; while

'forst corrects For dis'2arsion of item difficulty. When there is little

flispprsion of item difficulty, there is little difference amonm, the r's

obtained for the three varitions of the Y.-"2 Tormula 20. Since the

r obtained for the Horst variation of the F-. Formula 20 is considerably

larr-er than for the traditional 7.-R 20 and the Cronbach Alpha, it is

obvious that there was considerable dispersion of item difficulty in

the study.

f

'Throe Dart scores were computed based on the Likert technique

lf)72). i.ach semantic scale (test item) received t. weimht from

1 to '7, with the 7 value bein ansined to the rmht side when a sinrle

asterisk follows the scale, and on the left when two asterisks follow

the scale as shown in Fi.pure 2. The same 3r semantic scales were used

for all three concepts, with each concept rerresentinr a Part score 1,

and wi th the sum of the three part scores beinr the total score on the

.. "art r
- Teacher: (ratinr: for "The Teacher of this class"),

.'ar Learninm: (ratinr fnr "What T learned in this class"),

:'art. TT! rudent: (rntnm for "re as a student") and

T01:11 fcoro: sql n r the three ,ornrritt, scores.
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intercorreiNtions of 2-D

intercorrelat'on:; of scores on the were computed separate:ly

for pre-anl Post course alminintrntion, onl as illustrIted in "Whips

nnfi resn,,ctively. The meam, an(' rtlndard deviationn for the pre- and

po0,-co1're:e fldminintration of the were also includel. The shift in

chanre or correlation coefficLents is in a ''irection of (Treater

common wirinnce between the :,tudent ane, both the teacher and 1parninr",

Ind wit*: f-reatest ft 1.01.n- towards valueFl of teacher,

i.e., fro r or 5(14 to an r of .r7. 7" co7Iparinr mer_ins for

tie ndrrinist.:ntion Pron., ah e 31 with the nost-course

mrnn,3 ;n 4, it can lie seen thaL tho .,reatest ch ln., talr s place

%/4f1" :"AW/Orik,

rivit'or;on 'tr.?
rr);',0;;01 tit th teacher an..!

f^1

wo fec1111-7 .1(,m7r were involve," the 7ducationr.7 .veholoy

T)enn;rtment at the 7niversitv of Wirlconsin-ililwaukee, an assistant

nrofessor and a full. professor. 'here were '1i3 students asked to score

the 2-1) at the bevinninfT, or the semester, but only 237 of the same

5tudents colrletefl it it tile end. An analvsis of variqnce for correlated

oLnervatj.ow, was 'IccolIFIlef, to deterino i f there was a si:mificant

chan,-u in the ,f+it,Ifle of c.udent:; lennure' by t;1 f)r the three

noncL;.tn in';]uled. 'he 1.1W :1111,trafin t1.(; "!1104nt7s of flwIt ferj

orr cont-!:n .1 in T1)1(; The on17 ::;tafinticaliv 1,51 r' Meant chnnf,o

in°,ic:imd in ".11,10 for r:core ITT ,An1 wich deals

wivh the ttit.lentl.i own ord nion of himself a5; a 4t,udent The chnno..e is

in :1 dgrectio.J. of i7reater c. ~poem for self wi.t.}, 3itt1 e or no si,imificint

cl-lanfP(. in oitlier fhp toach(yr ,)r whr0 he 1,1,oult ilft omrned Th;rinr tho

rficulhr courne im this findin;T, studentn nrilg;nr to

feel tiley charwed tilt, better as n retu) t of tlie courres, but

tlie basis of tl-at clianr,e floe;,. not apPear to involve a chan:-.e in attitude
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towards eitl.er the teacher or whit t1;e7 have learned.

7'nctrr

Two herririlfe pro nci ?o 1. component factor lnllyses were accomplished

involvino the 11'7 seniantic r.cales (items on thn C-D) fr; vnriables, art

the entire (12) sulliectr., involved in the initial stnne,Prdization

process. The data for these two analyses are not ncJude', as they are

too voluminous, and contribute little to the fAndincr7). The first of

the two analyt3es ext-acted separate factors with one eifren value or

more, with the first factor accountinrr for r0 per cent of the total

varince, nn'? all 12 factors accountinr for '):7, per cent. 'hen these

factors were rotated to simrle structure by uNe of the varimax

orthoc-omil method, four factors under e'ich of the three concepts were

olwiously in arreement with the Osfrood factor content of semantic

scales initially included: T- T'valuative, TT-Activity, ITT-wamiliarity,

and TV- Potency.

The second factor analysis was done with the same data, and in the

same manner, except that only three factors were extracted. This was

done to determine if the factorial content for the three concerts

(teacher, learninr, and student)was more potent than the factor identi-

fication of the semantic scales. The first of the three factors account-

ed for r'n per cent of the total variance, but all three of the factors

only accounted for 0 per cent of the variance. Tnternction of the

semantic scales and concerts seem to follow the pattern described by

(1067) and others, where the loadinfrs for the concepts are

more factorially potent than for the semantic scales.
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TABLE 1

internal Consistency Reliability

(N=610)

Variation of K-R pn

osolo..mwreorese.roory.m.401.ww.

Traditional K-R 20:

Cronbach's Y-R po

ilorst's K-R 20

Part T Part Ti Part ill Total
Teacher Learninp: Stuaent Score

D

934 0421 .610 .0p0

.96n
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THE SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS (S.D)

Russell N. Cassel
Department of Educational Psychology
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 53201

This SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL is intended for use in assessing the attitude of
persons in relation to certain concepts related to learning. It consists of
35 Semantic Scales (adjective antonyms) which are related to effectiveness in
student learning; both at the secondary and college levels of instruction.
The three important concepts which have been used in the preliminary validation
of this instrument are: (1)TEACITER, (2)LEARNING, and (3) STUDENT. Any
number of other pertinent concepts may be used with the same 35 Semantic Scales
contained in this instrument.
*************-14-*****4444HWHHHOHHHHHE.

Name

Teacher

1.1_11IL_SL

School

Class Date

Sex M F Age
ai7a77177

General Directions:
Each of the follawing pages contains a 'concept' at the top which is believed

to be related to how well you have learned, < >nd with 35 different pairs of
opposite adjectives, which are called 'Semantic Scales'. The concept is dif-
ferent for each page: but the 35 adjective pairs are the same. You are to mark
each of the 35 adjective pairs, which we will refer to as 'Semantic Scales', in
relation to how you actually feel about the concept at the top of the page. The
concept at the top of the first page is "WHAT I LEARNED IN THIS CLASS", and we
have used this concept in the Example that follows:

IMIN...1 I.O.M.1011.11111.1111,

Exa.ripi le: WHAT I LEARNED IN TIM CLASS

Ex- Moder- Slight- Neut- Slight- Moder- Ex-
tremely ately ly ral ly ately tremely_

1. Strange :
..

: .
.
. : Familiar......

2. Ugly .
. : .

................ ................. .......... .......--.... -----,nroviormor. =---- ----+.4 ..4.........: Beautiful
3. Easy . . . .

.
. . : Hard.1.1.760roommo MO11.0.10.11.0 ../......N.0 el. .....k...o.....0 ...N.I.W......0 .................. .....141.1.0.1.1

If you think that "HOW WELL YOU LEARNED IN THIS CLASS" was strange, make an
"X" near the word strange; but if you think it was more familiar, mark the "X"
near the word familiar. The example with the "X" right next tc strange indicates
that the student thought WHAT HE LEARNED IN THIS CLASS was strange. The "X"
right next to beautiful suggests that he felt WHAT HE LEARNED IN THIS CLASS was
beautiful. For the "Easy-Hard" Semantic Scale (adjective antonyms the "X" is
placed right in the middle of the scale, or about half-way between easy and hard.
This is a neutral position indicating that the student felt that WUAT HE LEARNED
IN THIS MASS was neither easy nor hard. It was probably some of each; so he
placed the "X" in the middle of the Semantic Scale for that concept.

Remember each page contains a new and diiferent concept, but the same 35
Semantic Scales are used. You are to mark each of the 35 Semantic Scales for
all of the concepts included. When you are finished, turn the booklet face-down.

Firure 1. General Instructions



1. practical

2. thorough

3. logical :...... ....... 1111=1110 : : : :1111 illogical**

4. sympathetic : : : : : : unsympathetic**

WHAT I LEARNED IN THIS CLASS

Extre Moder- Sligh- Neut. Sligh- Moder. Extre-

M21Y

141Millia 1
pmirIMIIMMIM forromeaminM11 111 1M a11M OWE 11111

Imaginative*

partial**

) clear vague**moll 1111111 MEM. M11MMIN

6. appreciative :

7. civilized

P. curious

// unappreciative**

uncivilized **oral prommor orrewarn elmwereemem .CrI 1
=11

9. insightful

10. original

411 1.
11. rational

1141 IMMIM.011111011,1

12. sensitive 11111
13. wise

610111111111

14. interesting

15. successful

16. otrong

17. active

0.11

18. fast 11
19. usual

momi 11M11
amill

20, valuable

21. excitable

22. honest

23. affectionate

24. forgiving

25, frank

26. loyal

27. tolerant

0 : indifferent**memeerrermar ememerrowermare mr-7
blind**11 .:1131100 opelaimmigim

'emommermerms

1111M111111

imitational**101.1410.

1110%101teeEW

irrational**

insensitive**1 r1.11.0NINNM 111~Malfoolish**

boring**11 11
unsuccessful**10 INI
weak**6111," 1

. MIN 111 41116111001%. slow"

unusual01 MINISMIIII~H 1"-=NS erml
worthless**

ormOmmiwidWaimo

calm*1 110 10 INKAMENINO eirel1

111 IMEN11
11M1
110.

4 rar
Ilweile1

dishonest**

hateful**

unforgiving**

deceitful**11. I

ormanioll111120

28. pessimistic.w =rmmil
29. lazy

30. narrow interest

31. shallow

32. simple

33. conservative

34. inhibited

35. disorderly

1110 . disloyal**1
intolerant**

optimistic*

wiela ammirirealNkum aliOnlipl mr

111111114%

br1111. Nrilim1111180111110 0.0111

ambitious*

oad interest*

doormarommarimi rwaroe mairrommul 4 allier0111111110

.~ ..=1. imitur Wraws

amoloolow

deep*

complex*

progressive*

uninhibited**

orderly*

''irure 2. Semantic Differential for Secondary F,turlents (S-D)


